Please read entire guide prior to starting installation.

**Single Control Channel - Dim-To-Warm**

*Wire is either white or red, depending on specific product.*

**FIELD INSTALLED IN LOW VOLTAGE WIRING COMPARTMENT**
- Install VintageDim® Module in low voltage wiring compartment.
- Maximum of 25 modules on one dimmer. Consult dimmer datasheet for maximum device limitation of a specific controller.
**VintageDim® 2**

Please read entire guide prior to starting installation.

**Two Channel Control - Variable White**

FIELD INSTALLED IN LOW VOLTAGE WIRING COMPARTMENT
- Install VintageDim® Module in low voltage wiring compartment.
- Maximum of 25 modules on one dimmer. Consult dimmer datasheet for maximum device limitation of a specific controller.

*Wire is either white or red, depending on specific product.*